Satan, The Name of the True God
In the ancient religion, “god” is the five elements of creation which form the
symbol of the serpent, and also the pentagram, which is the ancient symbol of
the head god as well. The name of Satan holds different meanings all relating to
one thing: Being the Head God and Creator God.
Satanama in Sanskrit is the mantra that forms the core of all existence, from the
five elements. S is fire, T is earth, N is air and M is water with the A being
akasha/aether. This forms the other famous symbol of the equal armed cross as
well. These symbols are seen all over the ancient world. In Sanskrit (believed to
be the oldest language on Earth) Satanama is the name of the highest god. The
serpent is the five elements.
Satan also holds the meaning of Sat, meaning King, and An, meaning God.
Hence Satan is the King of the Gods.
Satan also means “Eternal Truth” in Sanskrit, And also means the concept of the
soul, eternity and cosmic order.
The five elements manifest the five bodies that form the individual; the physical
body, prana body, the Astral body, and the mental and emotional bodies. These
five things form the entire soul of which the body is part of. The five elements
also manifest the chakras, the seven main chakras and the six side extensions.
In ancient Sumerian beliefs ENKI [Satan] comes to earth from heaven with the
fifty “An Gods” and creates civilization. This is the fifty petals of the chakras, from
the crown to the base. Satan, ENKI is the serpent God and rules the symbol the
ancients called God, the serpent wand seen from Sumeria to India, to Egypt,
Greece and beyond. That is the symbol of ENKI. The Satanama mantra is the
five sounds that form the core of the Sanskrit alphabet which form the 50 petals
of the chakras and the nadis which generate the entire being. This is the serpent
wand.
The ancient Sumerians also called ENKI, Satan.
ENKI is a code: EN means capstone and one, and KI means life force, serpent,
and King. The One is the untied soul, all five elements perfected together into the
light body which is the Ki. EN has the same number as Satanama which is a
Sanskrit code for 10 expressed to its highest power of 100, which is the number
of the union of spirit and matter. The capstone is the symbol of the Grail, the
Magnum Opus, the light body.

Satanama is an alchemical key to the transformation of the soul into the light
body. Note the Yezidis call Satan also Melek Taus, this means “King of the
Earth”. The Tau cross is the ancient symbol of the perfected five elements as
earth is what contains all the elements together into the physical body. The Tau
cross is the symbol of eternal life.
Satan in Sumeria rules the Gish Gana tree, the tree of life and the water of life.
Gana, or, Gama relates to the inner alchemical sexual union of the chakras
which brings immortality. The Gama cross is the swastika, the symbol of the five
elements perfected and the union of the five bodies into the new light body. The
tree of life of Enki is also called the Mish tree which means Mish, serpent savior,
the energy that transforms the soul. Mish or Meshu is where the word Messiah
comes from.
Satan in Sumeria was also shown symbolically as a serpent with a human head.
This symbol is elsewhere among the Greeks and Egyptians. It’s the risen serpent
up the spine into the head and the new consciousness that comes from this. This
is the meaning of the halo around the head. The other symbol of Enki, the Goat
Fish, is the Goat (the crown) and the tail of the fish (the tail bone; the root chakra)
united together. The risen serpent.
In ancient Sumeria it was stated that Enki created Adamu and Eva and breathed
the breath of life into them, giving them their souls, and then taught them the
knowledge of how to ascend through the light body. This is also the serpent fire
transforming the elements. The Yezidis and Mandaeans state this actually
occurred in Sri Lanka in the area called Kumari Kandam which is the Golden
Age. In Sri Lanka they state Shiva ruled the first school there and created
humanity in Kumari Kandam and taught them the wisdom of ascension. The
Yezidis state that Sanat Kumara, also called Skanda, the original symbol of
Shiva, is their God, Satan. Shiva is called Sada Shiva which in Sanskrit is
actually Sata Shiva the D and T are double letters and Sata means Eternal and
Sada means Eternal. Shiva's trident is the serpent wand. Shiva's symbols are the
serpent and pentacle.
Satan's ancient city in Sumeria was called Aridu not Eridu as the race of Adamu
and Eva were called the Ari by the ancient Sumerians. This is also the name of
the serpent energy, the light of the soul. Sata in ancient Egypt was the original
head God called Sata, the serpent of immortality as well.
The Greeks worshiped ENKI as Ioannes, also called Dionysus. Ioannes is from
the Babylonian name of Enki, Oannes. Ioannes was the core of the Greek

religion as the Agathodaemon, the Good Serpent that formed the symbol of the
soul and the breath of life, and was the key to the light body.
In the earliest Dynasties of Egypt Sat, or Sata, Satan was king over all the Gods.
As known in Sanskrit, Sata (also spelled Satan) is the name of the highest god
and called the savior god. This was also the case in ancient Egypt.
From the ancient Egyptian text, the Papyrus of Nu, we find something important.
Papyrus of Nu:
"I am the serpent Sata whose years are many, I die and I am born again each
day. I am the serpent Sata which dwelleth in the uttermost parts of the earth. I
die, and I am born again, and I renew myself, and I grow young each day."[1]
In Egypt Sata is the serpent of the Taut, which is the Milky Way Galaxy. This is
the symbol of the savior god and called the serpent rope to the ancient serpent
cultures. It is also related to Orion. It’s the symbol of the serpent energy flowing
though the spine and soul.
"[my note Sata] He embodied immortality and was the "son of the Earth” reborn
each day from the womb of the Great Mother."[2]
Sata was also called the serpent spirit, or, the good serpent in Egypt. The Nu
Papyrus is describing the fact Sata as a mantra unites the polarity of the sun and
moon channels and causes the soul to regenerate. The earth is the symbol of the
physical body that holds the other four bodies together which is to be
transformed by the Magnum Opus as part of the soul. Sata, also spelled Satan,
is the serpent which gives eternal life. The serpent is also the Totem of the actual
living God Satan. The same head god in Sumeria was called Satan, and also
Enki which means En, Lord and Ki, serpent.
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